Quantum mechanical self-assembly of artificial minimal living cells were studied. These cells are based on peptide nucleic acid and are 3.5-4.5 nanometers in diameter. The electron tunneling and associated light absorption of most intense transitions as calculated by time dependent density functional theory method differs from spectroscopic experiments by only 0.3 nm. This agreement implies that the quantum mechanically selfassembled structure of artificial minimal living cells very closely approximate the realistic ones. Analysis of the time dependent density functional theory method calculated absorption spectrum and images of electron transfer trajectories in the different excited states allow to separate two different logically controlled functions of molecular device consisting of guaninecytosine-peptide nucleic acid -1,4 -dihydroquinoxaline -1,4 -bis (N,Ndimethylamino) naphthalene supermolecule and Van der Waals bonded precursor of fatty acid molecule. The time dependent density functional theory method were used to investigate various photoactive systems of artificial minimal living cells based on Ru(bipyridine) 3 2+ sensitizer.
Introduction

1
Artificial living technologies are rapidly developing in several laboratories round the world: in USA (Steen Rasmussen, James Bailey, Hans Ziock, Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) (Rasmussen et al., 2003) ; Liaohai Chen, Argone National Laboratory), in Italy (Pier Luigi Luisi's group at RomaTre University), in Germany (John S. McCaskill, Guenter von Kiedrowski, Ruhr-Universitaet Bochum; Patrick Wagler, Protostreem GmbH), and in European Center for Living Technology (headquarter in Venice). New creating nanobiorobots are planed to be used for nanomedicine, nanoecology, and for future emerging new information technologies. Despite of really useful benefits of these artificial living technologies one can foresee also some possible dangerous events in the case if these new creating artificial living cells might self-mutate and escape to the natural biospheres. We are creating molecular electronics logic gates regulating the photosynthesis, growing and dividing of artificial living cells and nanobiorobots in the order to prevent the negative affects of these new emerging artificial living bioinformation technologies. The molecular electronics and spintronics logical devices which regulate photosynthesis, selfassembling to the mobile computing structures, selectively capturing and transporting nuclear, chemical and microbial pollutions already were quantum mechanically (Tamulis et al., 2003; Tamulis et al., 2004; Tamuliene et al., 2004; Tamuliene et al., 2006; Rinkevicius et al., 2006; Tamulis et al., 2007a) . The artificial minimal living cells that are synthesized in LANL (Rasmussen et al., 2003) are only a few (four-six) nanometers in size. In their simplest form, these cells consist of a micelle that acts as the container, a light driven metabolism, and a genetic system, whose functions are all very tightly coupled. The container consists of amphiphilic fatty acid (FA) molecules that self-assemble into a micelle. The hydrophobic interior of the micelle provides an alternative thermodynamic environment from the aqueous or methanol exterior and acts as a sticking point for the photosensitizer, fatty acid precursors (pFA) (food), and the genetic material. Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is chosen as the genetic material as it is far less polar than RNA or DNA and therefore should stick to the micelle, especially if hydrophobic chains are added to the PNA backbone (Figure 1) . The geometric and electronic structure (without the presence of water and FA molecules) was obtained by the quantum mechanical semiempirical PM3 method implemented in GAMESS-US (Schmidt et al., 2003) package installed in AMD Opteron server Linux cluster of our Theoretical Molecular Electronics and Spintronics research group. With the exception of the fatty acid molecules, the main parts of one of LANL artificial minimal living cell (Rasmussen et al., 2003) include a PNA double helix molecule which is covalently bonded to the 1,4-bis(N,N-dimethylamino)naphthalene sensitizer molecule shown at bottom-left, a pFA molecule (bottom-right), an SH anion molecule (center left). Carbon atoms and their associated covalent bonds are shown as green spheres and sticks, hydrogens are in light grey, oxygens -red, nitrogens -blue, sulfur -gold. Hydrogen bonds are depicted by dashed lines.
The metabolism of artificial minimal cells involves the photoexcitation of an electron in various photosensitizers which are stabilized by the donation of an electron from PNA bases (for example, 8-oxo-guanine). The excited electron is in turn used to cleave a fatty acid precursor to yield another fatty acid molecule, thereby allowing the container to grow until it reaches an unstable size and divides. The artificial minimal cell could be fed PNA monomers or use an essentially identical metabolism to convert a PNA precursor monomer into a true monomer, thereby also providing the material to allow the double-stranded PNA "gene" to replicate when it undergoes a random dehybridization to yield two complementary single-stranded templates (Rasmussen et al., 2003) . Finally, as the different nucleobases have different electron donor and electron relay capabilities, there is also a mechanism for natural selection, with some bases and base orderings being superior to others in their ability to facilitate the metabolism.
The artificial minimal living cell contains on the order of 10 3 atoms. Due to its small size, all its processes, including its self-assembly from component molecules, its absorption of light, and its metabolism should in principle be investigated using quantum mechanical (wave) theory (Tamuliene et al., 2005; Tamulis et al., 2006; Tamulis et al., 2007b; Tamulis et al., 2007c; Tamulis et al., 2008) .
Usually self-reproducing artificial living cells that are creating in LANL and in other laboratories (see for example, http://www.istpace.org/index.html) do not have the nanosize electronics tools which might be able to regulate the growth and multiplication. It is important to have possibility to stimulate or prevent uncontrolled multiplication of artificial living organisms by installing different photosynthetic systems and molecular electronics devices which control these different photo-syntheses. The main goal of this paper is by using quantum mechanical experiments to predict the possibility of biochemical experimental synthesis of molecular electronics controlled artificial minimal living cells or nanobiorobots which might be used for nanomedicine and nanoecology. It is presented in this paper the quantum mechanically designed molecular electronics OR logical gate for the the regulation of artificial minimal living cell functions and new forms of photo-syntheses based on more effective quantum yield Ru(bpy) 3 2+ sensitizer covalently bonded to an 8-oxo-guanine-PNA fragment.
It was performed a molecular mechanics optimization of the geometry of a minimal cell section containing a cytosine bearing PNA fragment with a covalently attached 1,4-bis(N,Ndimethylamino)naphthalene sensitizer and six fatty acid, and two pFA, and two the waste pieces of the pFA molecules, and 18 water molecules constituting the hydrophilic core of micelle or in other words micellar container's inner (internal) monolayer (containing in total 334 atoms). This micellar container's inner monolayer, is reoptimized using the electron correlated density functional theory (DFT) PBEPBE (Perdew et al., 1996) (Frisch et al., 2004) package (Figure 2 ). The remaining of 18 water molecules and six FA molecules are minimal for existence of this micellar container's inner monolayer because reducing more of the water or FA molecules leads to the degradation process of this artificial minimal cell during DFT PBEPBE geometry optimization procedure while this smallest minimal cell gives good and comparable with experiment spectrum calculated by time dependent (TD) DFT PBEPBE.
The water molecules, which surround the entire photosynthetic complex were found to stabilize the system. Thereby reducing all the interatomic distances. The water molecules organized into nano ice-like substructures. One of such a nano ice-like substructures is selforganized in the right-bottom of the Figure 5 , another in the top-right. It is only because of the hydrogen and Van der Waals bonds among the cytosine-PNA, and fatty acid, and pFA, and waste pieces of the pFA molecules and water molecules that this system with 3.0 nm larger diameter exists. The distances among the separated sensitizer, and fatty acid, and pFA, and waste pieces of the pFA molecules and water molecules are comparable to Van der Waals and hydrogen bonding radii, and therefore we may regard the minimal cell as single electron conjugated supramolecule that we can deal with using an electron correlated model. Since cytosine-PNA fragment interacts with fatty acid, and pFA, and waste pieces of the pFA molecules and with water molecules through their correlated electrons, intermolecular distances and surface area calculations are critical in understanding the time dependent electron tunneling processes associated with the various excited states of this minimal cell. These nonlinear quantum interactions compress the overall system resulting in a smaller gap among the the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) electron energy levels. For example, the average distance among photoelectron donor and photoelectron acceptor fragments in photosynthetic system presented in Figure 1 is approximately equal to 5.6 Å (the smallest interatomic distance is equal to 4.83 Å) while the average distance among photoelectron donor and photoelectron acceptor is equal to 3.5 Å in the minimal cell presented in the Figure 2 (the smallest interatomic distance is equal to 2.58 Å). The summary of the detailed investigations of quantum mechanical selfassembly of various micelles and artificial minimal cells models is that fatty acids in the vacuum are not able to perform self-assembly due to the quantum dispersion forces and due to the alternating charge of the different groups -CH 2 -in the tails because really these two kinds of attraction forces are small. Dispersion forces are weak Van der Waals intermolecular forces that arise from the attractive force between quantum multipoles. The more competitive electrostatic repulsion forces which destroy micelles and artificial cells in the vacuum due to the negative charges on the heads of FA and small positive charges on the FA tails, and additionally because the tails of fatty acids are covered by positively charged hydrogen atoms.
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The electron correlations interactions among polar solvent (water) molecules, PNA, fatty acid, precursor fatty acid, and waste ends of precursor fatty acid molecules leads to appearing the additional attraction dispersion forces and hydrogen bonds. A hydrogen bond is a special type of quantum attractive interaction that exists among an electronegative atom and a hydrogen atom bonded to another electronegative atom and this hydrogen atom exist in two quantum states. The hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals weak chemical bonds (dispersion forces) play a critical role in the quantum mechanical electron correlations interaction based self-assembly of the photosynthetic center and functioning of the photosynthetic processes of the artificial minimal living cells.
The best available method to simulate in minimal cells these Van der Waals dispersion forces and hydrogen bonds is to perform quantum mechanical non-local density functional potential calculations [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Other approaches, such as lowest level of correction (MP2), multiconfiguration self consistent field (MCSCF) or complete active space SCF (CASSCF), in principle more suited to model dispersion forces, would not be applicable for minimal cells due to the huge computational cost.
As one can see in the Figure 2 after geometry optimization these molecules selforganized to the regular structure due to accounting the quantum electron correlations interactions, i. e. due to the balance of weak electrostatic, hydrogen bonding and weak dispersion Van der Waals forces:
1) The cytosine-PNA hydrophilic fragment covalently bonded to a 1,4-bis(N,Ndimethylamino)naphthalene sensitizer molecule are in the center;
2) Six 5-carbon fatty acid molecules are oriented by their hydrophilic ends to the cytosine-PNA fragment covalently bonded to a 1,4-bis(N,N-dimethylamino)naphthalene sensitizer molecule;
3) two precursor fatty acid molecules (pFA) (in the top-left and top-right) are oriented by their hydrophilic ends the cytosine-PNA fragment covalently bonded to a 1,4-bis(N,Ndimethylamino)naphthalene sensitizer molecule; 4) two the waste pieces of the pFA molecules are oriented by their hydrophilic ends to the cytosine-PNA fragment covalently bonded to a 1,4-bis(N,N-dimethylamino)naphthalene sensitizer molecule; 5) most of the water molecules selforganize into clusters of nano ice-like substructures. Furthermore, all the interatomic distances between the 1,4-bis(N,Ndimethylamino)-naphthalene sensitizer and the pFA molecule become reduced, i.e. the photosynthetic system become more compressed due to the presence of the water molecules;
Summarizing it is possible to say that all the macromolecular living systems (not only these our investigating artificial minimal cells) are self-assembling based on competition of weak electrostatic forces (due to small internal shift of whole conjugated valence electron cloud from electron-donor tail to electron-acceptor head) and other quantum (dispersion, Hbonding) fine effects. Emergency of natural life or artificial life is a priory predicted due to the existence of these weak quantum mechanical electron correlations interactions.
It have been performed calculations of spectrum of this photosynthetic center using TD DFT PBEPBE method with the 6-31G basis set together with COSMO water solvent model using ORCA package (Neese, 2003; Neese, 2004) installed on our research group Linux cluster. It was taken from these calculations the difference of electron charge density (certain excited-state -ground-state) for the photosynthetic center of this artificial minimal living cell and performed the visualized the electron charge tunneling associated with certain excited state transitions (see Figure 3) .
Electron charge tunneling energy equal to 2.753 eV (450.3 nm) associated with the eighth excited state shown in Figure 6 correspond to experimental value equal to 450.0 nm of the most intense absorption line (Tamulis et al., 2008) . This agreement implies that the quantum mechanically self-assembled structure of minimal living cell very closely approximate the realistic one. One of the main goals of this article is to demonstrate the ab initio quantum mechanical processes of minimal cells such as photoexcited electron tunneling from photoelectron donor molecule to photoelectron acceptor molecule. The most general quantum mechanical theory reality of this complex nonlinear bioorganic system is that according of quantum uncertainty the cloud of photoelectron hole possesses some asymmetrical delocalization while mainly is localized on conjugated with sensitizer supermolecule. Electron cloud also due to quantum uncertainty is partially delocalized while the largest probability to find this photoelectron is on the waste end of pFA molecule.
The quantum reality of nanometer size bioorganic systems is different in comparison with our meter size world and even in comparison with micrometer size bacteria world.
Quantum mechanical electron correlation experiments of self-assembly of above described artificial minimal living cells show that these cells are complex systems because only entire ensemble of PNA, and sensitizer, and pFA, and FA and water molecules is stable and therefore it is able to perform quantum photosynthetic processes. Removing the small part of nucleobase, FA and water molecules leads to the structural changes in comparison with realistic structures and difference in comparison with the experimental spectrum lines during photoexcited electron tunneling from sensitizer (1,4-bis (N,N-dimethylamino) naphthalene to pFA molecules.
It is important to say that only quantum mechanical electron correlation TD DFT experiments with minimal living cells gives results exactly comparable with spectroscopic results and all other more simplified quantum mechanical methods such as local gradient DFT or ab initio Hartree-Fock gives structures and spectra far from the experimentally measured.
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The correspondence of experimental absorption spectra peaks and quantum mechanically calculated ones confirm that chosen in this paper method of designing single electron nano photocells might be useful not only for artificial minimal living organisms but also for wide implementation in the nano photodevices and molecular computers.
TD DFT PBEPBE/ 6-31G method was used together with COSMO water solvent method in the ORCA package to calculate the absorption spectra and the relative positions of the HOMO and LUMO eigenvalues of various separate different sensitizer molecules: 1,4-bis(N,Ndimethylamino) naphthalene, and 1,4-dihydroquinoxaline, and 7,8-dimethylisoalloxazine that were previously our investigated by less accurate DFT methods (Tamuliene et al., 2005) . Analysis and comparison of the results showed that these sensitizers are good candidates for use in artificial minimal cells because their HOMO electron energy levels are energetically high enough relative to the LUMO electron energy level of the pFA molecule and their absorption spectra are in the visible region.
Geometry optimization of artificial logically controlled photosynthetic system consisting of guanine-cytosine-PNA fragment (left-bottom of Figure 4 ) with covalently bonded two sensitizers: 1,4-dihydroquinoxaline and 1,4-bis(N,N-dimethylamino)naphthalene molecules and Van der Waals dispersion forces bonded precursor of fatty acid molecule (in the right-top of figure) , and surrounded by hundreds of real water molecules was performed by PM3 method. Later most of water molecules are removed and geometry of this minimal cell was reoptimized by PBEPBE/6-31G method using ORCA package.
It have been performed calculations using TD DFT PBEPBE/ 6-31G method together with COSMO water solvent model the difference of electron charge density (excited -state -groundstate) for the photosynthetic center of logically controlling artificial minimal living cell which consists of conjugated guanine-cytosine-PNA-1,4-dihydroquinoxaline-1,4-bis (N,Ndimethylamino) naphthalene supermolecule and Van der Waals dispersion forces bonded pFA molecule, and surrounded by real water molecules. In other words one should be able to initiate the metabolic fatty acid production illuminating this artificial minimal cell by wavelengths: 569.7 nm, 523.2 nm, 487.7 nm, 484.2 nm, 475.7 nm because analysis of bond orders of neutral and anion pFA molecules shows that the most weakness chemical bond order is between FA fragment and waste end in the neutral pFA molecule. The additional electron which is placed on the waste end of pFA molecule decrease this weak bond order from 0.297 to 0.260. One should be able initiate the gene dehybridization illuminating this artificial minimal cell by wavelength equal to 534.4 nm The additional electron located on cytosine in the sixteenth excited (534.4 nm) state should destroy the hydrogen bonds of nucleotide base pair guanine-cytosine and initiate the PNA gene dehybridization in the artificial minimal living cells. The geometry reoptimization of negatively charged model system guanine-cytosine in the surrounding 51 water molecules cluster in the excited states were done and leaded to the breaking of hydrogen bonds of guanine-cytosine.
It can be stated that our quantum mechanically installed guanine -cytosine -PNA-1,4 -dihydroquinoxaline -1,4-bis (N,Ndimethylamino) naphthalene supermolecule works in the artificial minimal living cell as molecular electronics classic OR logic function, i.e. Boolean logics OR gate(see Figure 5) . This OR molecular electronics logical gate is for selected stimulation of the photosynthesis or the self-reproduction of artificial minimal living cells which should be ease to synthesize it and install in these artificial minimal living cells for investigations of the efficiency of their functionality. Our research is on the way for total prevention of the photosynthesis and selfreproduction of artificial minimal living cells by installing molecular electronics AND logic gate and using external magnetic fields with molecular spintronics Control Not gate.
It was done quantum mechanical design of new forms of photo-syntheses of artificial living cell based on more effective quantum yield [Ru(bpy) 2 (4-Bu-4'-Me-2,2'-bpy)] 2+ sensitizer molecule covalently bonded to an 8-oxoguanine-PNA fragment (see Figure 6 ). The bonding is accomplished by replacing one of the methyl groups of a [Ru(bpy) 2 (4-4'-Me 2 -2,2'-bpy)] 2+ with a butyl group that is in turn covalently bonded to the 8-oxo-guanine nucleobase. The geometry optimization of this structure was performed using the B3LYP/LanL2DZ method while applying the methanol cavity generation technique of the IEFPCM.
The TD B3LYP/LanL2DZ/IEFPCM method calculated most intense singlet-singlet electron charge transfers for this covalently bonded 8-oxo-guanine -[Ru(bpy) 2 (4-Bu-4'-Me-2,2'-bpy)] 2+ structure located in a methanol molecule cavity are found for the fifth (464.1 nm), sixth (447.3 nm), eighth (437.2 nm), ninth (433.5 nm), and twelfth (402.0 nm) excited state singlet-singlet transitions in the broad region from 503.5 nm to 402.0 nm. There are the actual numbers from experimental data for this Ru compound that were estimated from Gaussian fits to the most intense lines of spectra: 459.1 nm and 425.6 nm. The addition of the covalently bonded 8-oxo-guanine molecule to the [Ru(bpy) 2 (4-4'-Me 2 -2,2'-bpy)] 2+ sensitizer calculations were found shift the lowest energy visual spectrum (VS) excited state from 501.7 nm to 503.5 nm (1.8 nm to the red). This behavior matches what is experimentally seen for such interactions, namely a shifting of the lowest energy VS excited states of complex quantum systems due to covalent and Van der Waals bonding interactions with the additional molecules.
Next it was studied the impact of adding a fatty acid precursor molecule to the system. In particular, quantum mechanical simulations of the [Ru(bpy) 2 (4-Bu-4'-Me-2,2'-bpy)] 2+ :: pFA supramolecule covalently bonded to 8-oxoguanine were done. This more complete bioorganic system consisted of 123 atoms (without the methanol solvent cavity) and is 2.5 nm in diameter. The geometry optimizations this structure were performed with the ORCA program package using the Dgauss basis set (for the Ru atom) while applying the methanol solvent COSMO model. When the excitation is near the edge of the VS/UV transition region (e.g., the 13 th excited state), the electron tunnels directly from the HOMO-m located on the Ru atom to the LUMO+n located on the pFA. Figure  7 shows calculation result of electron tunneling to pFA.
Conclusions
Artificial minimal living cells and their substructures are quantum mechanically selfassembling due to electron correlation interactions among biological and water molecules which leads to appearing of the quantum mechanical repulsion weak electrostatic forces (due to internal shift of whole conjugated valence electron cloud from electron-donor tail to electron-acceptor head) and the quantum mechanical attraction Van der Waals dispersion forces and hydrogen bonds. The best available method to simulate these Van der Waals dispersion forces and hydrogen bonds is to perform quantum mechanical non-local density functional potential calculations of artificial minimal living cells consisting of around 400 atoms. The cell systems studied are based on peptide nucleic acid and are 3.0 -4.5 nm in diameter. The electron tunneling and associated light absorption of most intense transitions as calculated by the time dependent density functional theory method differs from spectroscopic experiments by only 0.3 nm, which are within the value of experiment errors. This agreement implies that the quantum mechanically self-assembled structure of artificial minimal living cells very closely approximate the realistic ones.
Analysis of TD DFT calculated absorption spectrum and images of electron transfer trajectories in the different excited states allow to separate two different logically controlled functions of molecular device consisting of guanine -cytosine -PNA -1,4 -dihydroquinoxaline -1,4-bis (N,Ndimethylamino) naphthalene supermolecule and Van der Waals dispersion forces bonded pFA molecule. These two different logically controlled functions of artificial minimal living cells are: 1) initiation of metabolic lipid production in five excited states or 2) initiation of gene dehybridization in one excited state. This designed supermolecule works in the artificial minimal cell as molecular electronics classic OR logic function (Boolean logics OR gate).
Nonlocal gradient density functional theory methods were used to investigate various photoactive systems of artificial minimal cells based on Ru(bipyridine) 3 2+ sensitizer. The electron correlation interactions associated with the weak Van der Waals and hydrogen bonds increase due to the addition of a polar solvent (water or methanol) shells. The addition of precursor fatty acid or cytosine molecules plays a role in the quantum mechanical interaction based self-assembly of the photosynthetic center and the functioning of the photosynthetic processes of the artificial minimal cells. As a result the associated nonlinear quantum interactions compress the overall system resulting in an even smaller gap between the HOMO and LUMO electron energy levels and photoexcited electron tunneling occurs from the sensitizer (covalently bonded 8-oxo-guanine molecule to the [Ru(bpy) 2 (4-Bu-4'-Me-2,2'-bpy)]
2+
) to pFA molecule. The electron tunneling and associated light absorption for the most intense transitions as calculated by the TD DFT method are within the values of experiment errors. 2+ supermolecule to the pFA molecule in excited state region near the edge of the VS/UV transition region.
